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Founded in 1926, Spence is an essential engineering and manufacturing company for HVAC,
commercial, and institutional facilities. Technicians use Spence products for heating systems in buildings,
institutions, and district heating systems as well as industrial plants. Widely recognized as a leader in the
steam regulator and flow control fields, Spence technologies offer the maximum application and selection
flexibility your steam system and requirements of today's industrial marketplace needs.

Spence Regulator Portfolio

The E Main Valve meets the requirements of a
large majority of regulator installations as it can be
controlled by various types of interchangeable pilots.
Spence regulators are known for their universal
adaptability, accurate regulation, dependable service,
and low maintenance costs..

Pilots customize your regulator to meet your specific
application, and control pressure, temperature,
differential pressure, or back pressure either
mechanically or with a pneumatic pilot.

Offered in a diverse selection for a wide range of
applications, Control Valve models include the
Type J Valve and the K Series Types K1, K3, & K4
Valves. Pneumatic and electric actuator designs
control mixing or diverting applications, or for
economical control of steam, water, gas, and process
applications.

Direct Operated Valves provide pressure and temperature control for your application. The 2000 Series
is a self-operated temperature regulator available with single or double seat in direct or reverse acting. Also
available with two seat areas for 3-way mixing.

M&M offers a full line of SPENCE items.
Call M&M Control for help with your application.
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www.mmcontrol.com

Call us TODAY about our special pricing or discounts!
Call or E-mail Now . . for Immediate Service, Pricing, and Delivery
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